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INTRODUCTION
RiseBTC Multichain Network is built on BSC,
Polygon and Kucoin Chain united in a common
purpose: Earn 26% BTC Rewards in Every 15
MINUTES simply by holding RiseBTC! We
strive to deliver the BEST BTC Reward for you
and, together, with our team, power a #1 age of
BTC Rewards. RiseBTC Network is Freedom!

RiseBTC Coin
Our Smart Contracts are computerized
codes or protocols that are programmed to
automatically execute certain transactions
when certain activities are recorded and
identified in the smart contract system.
This computerized contract runs
automatically which eliminates the third
parties to process any function or
transaction.
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About RiseBTC
RBTC ECOSYSTEM is a leading Multichain
Network on BSC, Polygon and Kucoin Chain
for blockchain innovation and performance.

RBTC is a digital currency, a Multichain
Ecosystem based on BSC Network. RBTC
promises its token holders a #1 Highest 26%
BTC Rewards in EVERY 15 MINUTES
simply by holding RBTC.

RBTC Multichain Ecosystem will be born first on
BSC Network. Afterwards RBTC will be born on
Polygon and Kucoin chain accordingly.
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Our Mission
With Our advanced Mechanism and huge marketing campaigns, the success is all
but assured. RiseBTC grants The #1 Highest 26% BTC Rewards in Every 15 minutes
simply by holding and the rewards will automatically be sent to your wallet without
a need for manual claiming. Now the choice is yours to make between going after
other scam coins without any developers doxxing themselves, you also could sit back
and enjoy watching us soar higher and higher, or last option, you could fly high with
us and Hold $500 RiseBTC and compete for Real BTC. For now, one random holder
of over $500 RiseBTC will be selected to win one real BTC and more opportunities
will be opened in the future.
RiseBTC has web and Android wallets, and, in the future, we will be launching our
Windows and Linux wallets for efficient BTC mining purposes. But the main thing
about RiseBTC is that all holders can check and manage their funds in BSC, Polygon
and Kucoin Chain in our App!

RiseBTC wallet will be an app readily
available for Android and iOS which will
allow users to store their tokens in all 3
chains within our App, we will be
integrating the DAPP within the app so
that people can purchase all tokens and
coins which are not readily available on
exchanges.

RiseBTC Multichain Ecosystem strive
towards the #1 Highest BTC Rewards for
YOU. In RiseBTC and BITCOIN we trust!
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Multichain Ecosystem
RiseBTC coin is NOW based on Binance Smart Chain
BEP-20 to develop an ecosystem of DAPP, Crypto
Wallet and our own Multichain Swap. This Multi-chain
Ecosystem will empower its users to build their DAPP
and digital assets on one RiseBTC and take advantage of
the fast trading to exchange on the other with our APP
and Swap.

Why RiseBTC chooses multichain network?
This Multi-Chain Ecosystem empowers users of all
chains to join our journey with the larger multi-chain
network. This simplifies and eases the tasks to become
a millionaire because we can proceed with our previous
works, knowing that each and every new project on
Polygon and Kucoin chain won't need to be redone
every time our new coin is released, as long as the token
follows the rules
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Why do people buy RiseBTC?
The answer is simple - to become a millionaire in August.
With Our advanced mechanism and huge marketing
campaigns, the success is all but assured. RiseBTC grants 26%
BTC Rewards in Every 15 minutes simply by holding and the
rewards will automatically be sent to your wallet without a
need for manual claiming. Now the choice is yours to make
between going after other scam coins without any developers
doxxing themselves, you also could sit back and enjoy
watching us soar higher and higher, or last option, you could
fly high with us and Hold $500 RiseBTC and compete for
Real BTC. For now, one random holder of over $500 RiseBTC
will be selected to win one real BTC and more opportunities
will be opened in the future.

What is the use cases of RiseBTC?
RiseBTC will first be launched on BSC, later on
Polygon then Kucoin Chain. With our Multichain
Ecosystem, you can manage all your funds in
these 3 blockchains with just a few clicks in our
APP. You can also stake and farm
BUSD/MATIC/KCS in our coming soon yield
farm. Last but not least, all our holders can swap
all coins on these 3 chains with our web and
mobile app with just a few clicks by using our
built in BSC-POLYGON-KUCOIN Bridge which
is under development now.
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Roadmap
Step 1
- Website Launching
- Private Presale & Public Presale
- Coin Vote Site Application
- Massive Marketing Plans
-Pancakeswap Launching
- Blockfolio application

Step 2
- Poocoin , BTOK , Billboard Ads
- Launching on Polygon
- Pick 1 Random Person who hold more than $500
RiseBTC to win 1 BTC
- RiseBTC Multichain App Development

Step 3
- Listing on CEX
- Launching on Kucoin
- RiseBTC Multichain APP Development
- BSC to Polygon to Kucoin Bridge Development
- Charity Donation

Step 4
- RiseBTC Official Swap Implementation. Stake RiseBTC
to farm BUSD/Matic/KCS
- RiseBTC Multichain DAPP Implementation. Buy any
coins you like in BSC/Polygon/Kucoin Chain with only
1 click in our DAPP
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Where can I buy it now & is it safe to invest
in RiseBTC?
Hey! Developer Marco here. Nice to meet you :) Greetings from California. You may
rest assured that your funds are SAFU here. We have already applied for auditing & I
have been doxxed myself :) Check out my profile below!
We are holding a private presale right now in BEP-20 BSC. You can directly send your
BNB to the following wallet address : 0x7C14050A36f6d99C6145bb01c044268898Eb3D5F
All the transfers can be seen on bscscan.com by everyone therefore we can't hide
anything.
All Private Presale Buyers will receive the tokens accordly. Please remember that 5 BNB
is the maximum contribution for each wallet.
Are you ready to become a Bitcoin Millionaire in August? Join us now! :)
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